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Abstract: This article focused on the theoretical revision of contemporary changes connected with the
development of Information and Communication Technologies both in communication sphere and marketing.
It analyses basic characteristics of new media and gives the theoretical attempts to connect new communication
realities and the essence of marketing. The article has interdisciplinary character.
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INTRODUCTION Main  Part:  Since  then,  due  to technological   advances

There are a lot of attempts among scientists, aimed at structurally (if in fact it has a structure) but also in
finding the intersection points between traditional character.
spheres of human life and Internet sphere. It is obvious First of all, it’s important for our study to revise the
that communication development gives birth to a new notion of new media, which has abstract and relative
kind of society [1]. New ways of communication change character. Media, in communication sciences is most often
the social system significantly including labor system, used as a synonym for channels or tools for delivering
leisure time and as a consequence it does change the information. In media theories the word media is a
consumer society entirely [2]. One third of World synonym of the mass media. New media has some
population is active Internet users-34,3% [3]. Among the additional characteristics as compared to traditional
regions with the biggest index of Internet penetration are media. We need to define what is “new” about new media
North America, Oceania/Australia and Europe-78,6 %, 67,6 and how does this “new” aspect of media influence shape
% and 63,2 % accordingly. It is an unconditionally contemporary marketing. 
accepted fact, that Information and Communication It is accepted that new media have several extra
Technologies (ICT) usage in the economic sphere can be characteristics-new media is digital, interactive,
very beneficial. Another example of the ICT importance is hypertextual, virtual, networked [5]. We can call media
the broad consensus among economist and policy makers “new” if it has all 5 characteristics mentioned above. So
about the reason of the weakness of the EU’s economic we can define blogs, internet sites, social networking
performance comparing with that of the US is less active sites, e-mail, chat rooms, forums and online mass media as
contribution of ICT to economic performance [4]. new media. What is the difference between new media and

In contemporary economic environment characterized traditional mass media and why do we have different
by   the   tightening  of  competition  among  producers, meanings of the word media in communication and media
the increasing number of local business representatives, theories? In communication theory, different types of
depravity of consumers by variety of goods, services, media are simply the tools by the means of which
ideas, staying away from the ICT usage can bring communication     is    achieved.    In   media   theories,
impossibility of being competitive. Internet as the media (used as a synonym of mass media) are means of
information reach sphere can help enterprises in delivering information. At first glance it appears that there
uninterrupted reinforcement of useful information about is difference between new and traditional media, as they
the priority market segment. This can be applied to any are both used for delivering information. Consequently,
economy, focused on the development of public and new media can be regarded as a part of traditional mass
private sector. media system. 

the economic sphere has been changed, not only
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Each additional characteristic of new media allows for communication model. At first, mass media ceased to be
additional possibilities, in comparison with traditional the only channel for delivering information to the
media. They are digital. A lot of information can be audience. Now new tools for disseminating information
accessed from one source; information can be presented add a new meaning to the model of two-way
in different ways, in simple forms, trough different communication. Mass media has begun to use new media
channels; information can be structured and sorted by in an attempt to broaden its audience. Fifth, the nature of
different parameters; information content has no the audience is changing. New media has made it possible
limitations; information is produced and delivered at a to approach the whole specter of interest groups, as the
very high speed; information can be visualized. They are receivers of information are able consume information
interactive. People can react to received information separately from time, channel, location, etc. New media is
immediately; they can get a response to their reaction; user friendly and simplifies two-way communication,
people become newsmakers, now they can build generating discourse as opinions are shared in real time.
information agendas themselves. They are hypertexual. The inclusion of new media into the model of two-way
Context and satellite information is related via html links; communication as well as the merge with the model of
different sources of information are related; individual multilateral communication and creates a new complex
recipients are related. They are virtual. Information is easy tools for contemporary marketing [9].
to access in the virtual space; it saves people’s time as What does all mentioned above give to contemporary
they can find information distantly. marketing and its communicative basis? Any company

As new media influence and transform our daily lives, exists   in   the   framework   of   the   information   system.
this leads to systematic changes. One of the prime It includes two components: an external environmental
examples of such system changes is within the media factors  describing  all  the  operation  of  the  business,
system itself. Today media theories do not explain the which significantly influence its strategy, as well as the
functions of mass media, whilst some decades ago they internal  connected  with  the  resources and  capabilities
did. However this is an entire thesis for a separate work. of   the   enterprise   which   determine  its  effectiveness.
We are more interested in the changes which are evident Any company has the ability to provide information
in the basic communication model proposed by Paul available to each of its subscriber without restriction.
Lazarsfeld and other two-step flow theories of mass Nowadays formation of this information system can’t be
communication.    The    basic model    includes    three imagining without the use of modern tools-Internet
elements: 1) actor (who transfers information); 2) channel technologies.
(through which information is delivered to); 3) audience What is the fundamental difference between
(recipient of information) [6]. This model has usually been advertising in the Internet from conventional media and
taken in account in classic marketing. It is considered to how do basic Internet technology characteristics can
be an example of restricted possibilities of impact and it serve marketing strategy effectiveness?
gives little possibilities of feedback. As well as it is  Digitalization helps to provide useful information in
decisive for marketing to take in account not only different forms and via different devices, helps to make
incentive but also the reaction [7], so this model does not information more complicated colorful and multimedia.
totally beneficial and can’t help to reveal socially This does mean that enterprises can get the audience
responsible essence of marketing. almost everywhere  each  time   in   different   moods   and

Today, the radical advancement of technology and 24 hours every day of the week. Virtual characteristics of
the changing nature of communication calls for the modern information and communication infrastructure of
revision of basic theories and models that are used to business implies nonmaterial platforms for information
understand the communication process as well as the dissemination. This reduces additional costs for marketing
marketing technologies. There have been several strategies from one side and can cause the feeling of
observations   on   the   nature   of  this new  media-scape, insecurity among customers. Being networked implies that
one     of      the    most      significant      being    that more and more people are connected with the unique net
“internet communication might include multiple actors, and are now a part of universal information world where
especially those from civil society… the structure of there is a lot of information with now accepted principles
Internet communication is fundamentally different from of classification and structuring. Hypertextuality helps to
that of the old media [8]. The rise of new media has make links and to keep connection between the product
affected the status and position of traditional media in the and target audience while interactivity not only open  new
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possibilities for feedback but also helps to evaluate analysis of network traffic: the least internet use at
customers reaction and behavior and to make customer weekends and on public holidays and at night and often
included providing more successful and predictable on weekdays from 14 to 17 hours [10].
results. For advertising in printed press you need to make The average user of a network has higher education
a layout, choose the edition, prescribe the number of (60%) and undergraduate education (20%), a male (60%)
publications... and wait for calls. After your publication aged 20 to 44 years (55%), has a family and children (65%)
ceased you company are not presented more and cannot and has an income of more than 80 $-100 $ per month per
affect your performance. family member (38%). 55% of Internet users are willing to

Internet helps to keep in touch. Timely information pay more for good quality, 30% of Internet users made
updating, daily monitoring of marketing results can help trips abroad this year. It turns portrait of a person
to correct marketing strategy according to the current belonging to the classic “middle class” [11].
environment.

These are the reasons for that modern business more CONCLUSION
and more rely on the e-commerce methods in promotion,
uses new media and Internet technologies for delivering There is still much controversy about the Internet
ads and goods to the customer. technology applying for marketing strategies. That is

Selling products online has some limitations. After all, because of little knowledge about modern technologies,
the difference between the advertised product on the web unawareness in using new platforms and new media,
and the actual purchase can be great, as well as unpredictability of Internet marketing results. Marketing
consumers are not at all what you expect. professionals are divided into people who believe that

A growing number of consumers want to make Internet marketing is all and people who think that
purchases of any goods, including food, in electronic Internet marketing is nothing. As you can easily guess,
form,  from  the  comfort  of  home  without  going  out. the truth lies somewhere in between. Internet Marketing
Thus, a  new  marketing  formula  can   be   written   as is  a real  tool  to   achieve   certain   marketing   purposes,
follows:   networked    generation  + network   technology has its own characteristics, its limitations, its advantages
= e-commerce. and   its   disadvantages. Basic   characteristics  of  mew

For   businesses   there   is  a  question  of  choosing media such as-digital, interactive, hypertextual, virtual,
the method of conveying information to the consumer. networked-changes not only principal communication
After all, even with the use of e-commerce the most scheme but also demonstrate the positive features of the
important role to the consumers choice still play the use of Internet technology in marketing.
quality of products and services. So what is possible with
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